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A gelastatins (1), natural MMP inhibitors, and their hydroxamate analogues (2) in TACE enzyme evaluated for discovery
of potent TACE inhibitors. We have employed molecular dynamics simulations to compute the relative free energy of
hydration and binding to TACE for gelastatin (1) and its hydroxamate analogue (2). The relative free energy difference
is directly described in this article using the free energy perturbation approach as a means to accurately predict the TACE
inhibitor of gelastatin analogues. The results show that the good agreement between the experimental and theoretical
relative free energies of binding, gelastatin hydroxamate (2) binds stronger to TACE by ‒3.37 kcal/mol. The desolvation
energy costs significantly reduced binding affinity, hydroxamate group associated with high desolvation energy formed
strong favorable interactions with TACE with more than compensated for the solvation costs and therefore led to an
improvement in relative binding affinity.
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Introduction
Rheumatoid Arthritis (RA) is a chronic inflammatory autoimmune disease affecting 0.5 - 1% of population worldwide. Typical clinical symptoms of RA are pain and joint swelling, and lead
to joint destruction in long term. There have been various ap1
proaches toward improved therapeutics. One of attracting
target is tumor necrosis factor α (TNF-α), an important cytokine
in RA pathological progress.2-3 The clinical success of anti4-5
TNF-α biological drugs have driven more attention to targeting TNF-α in RA therapy. Several “the next generation” antiTNF-α small molecule approaches have been in progress because of their significant advantage of developing orally active
molecules in low cost. One of the targets for discovery of small
molecule inhibitors of TNF-α is the zinc containing metalloproteinase, TNF-α converting enzyme (TACE, also known as
ADAM-17). TACE is a structural member of the ADAM (a
disintegrin and a metalloprotease) family. TACE is a crucial for
the processing of several membrane-associated proteins and
converts membrane bound pro-TNF-α to mature and soluble
TNF-α.6-7
A free energy simulation technique known as the thermodynamic cycle perturbation (TCP) approach8-11 used in conjunction
with molecular dynamics calculations offers a theoretically precise method of determining the binding free energy differences
of structurally related inhibitors. Despite its high accuracy, free
energy calculations12-17 have primarily been used to rationalize
experimentally determined binding affinities rather than predict
affinities of new analogues. The reluctance to use free energy
calculations for predictions and therefore drug design is partly
§
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related to its large CPU requirements and its limited use for the
evaluation of large sets of compounds or compounds that differ
significantly in structure from the lead compound. Nevertheless,
a few studies have reported promising results using the TCP approach.18-20 For example, HIV-1 protease inhibitors were successfully optimized using TCP calculations as part of an iterative
19
structure-based design study. Recently, many theoretical and
practical protein-ligand docking methods are suggested, X. Hu
et al.21 have compared a number of docking systems and identified those that show the greatest accuracy in positioning the
ligands of zinc metalloproteinases into the active site. Several
scoring systems were evaluated, and knowledge-based systems
were identified as the most accurate. Proper zinc coordination
geometry was shown to be a prerequisite for good quality docking.
As a part of our ongoing efforts for discovery of potent TACE
inhibitors, we previously evaluated gelastatins (1), natural MMP
inhibitors, and their hydroxamate analogues (2) in TACE enzy22
me. In this paper, we report molecular dynamics (MD) and free
energy perturbation (FEP) studies carried out on gelastatinsinhibitor complexes of TACE to obtain insights into the structural and energetic preferences of these inhibitors. Furthermore,
the FEP simulations gave relative free energies of binding in
good agreement with experimental results.
Methods
Model compounds. In order to investigate the relative stability between TACE when it is complexed with the inhibitor,
gelastatins (1), and their hydroxamate analogues (2), ab initio
MO calculations were performed. All the possible protonated
states of inhibitors were taken into account as models, but the
protonated states of imidazole nitrogens in hitidine residues
were not considered. The TACE models can be classified into
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Figure 1. Structure of ligands. The binding affinities and relative binding free energies are given in Tables 2. Note that in all cases the zinc
binding group is the carboxylate and hydroxamate, generally believed
to be tetrahedrally coordinated using only one oxygen of the carboxylate.

three classes: class I, Model I-Model II, has no Glu406 residue.
Model I, TACE-(1) Complex Model without Glu406; Model
II, TACE-(2) Complex Model without Glu406; class II, Model
III, TACE-(1) Complex Model with Glu406 and protonated
inhibitor(1); Model IV, TACE-(1) Complex Model with Glu406
and deprotonated inhibitor(1); Model V, TACE-(2) Complex
Model with Glu406 and protonated inhibitor(2); Model VI,
TACE-(2) Complex Model with Glu406 and deprotonated inhibitor(2); class III, Model VII, TACE-(1) Complex Model with
Glu406 and protonated Glu406 and deprotonated inhibitor(1);
Model VIII, TACE-(1) Complex Model with Glu406 and protonated Glu406 and protonated inhibitor(1); Model IX, TACE(2) Complex Model with Glu406 and protonated Glu406 and
deprotonated inhibitor(2); Model X, TACE-(2) Complex Model
with Glu406 and protonated Glu406 and protonated inhibitor(2);
The proposed models of the TACE-inhibitor complex were simplified for the ab initio MO calculations. In the simplified models, glutamate and glutamic acid were replaced with acetic and
acetic acid, respectively. The histidine residues were replaced
with imidazole rings. Figure 2 shows simple model structures.
ab initio Calculations. We performed ab initio SCF calculation using Gaussian 03.23 All geometry optimizations were performed with the B3LYP/6-31+G* basis set and the relative
stability of models were calculated. The binding energy of each
model in the phase X was calculated as follows.
BindingEnergy
Model
TACE ,ClassI ~ III
Lig _ Model
ΔE PhaseX
= E PhaseX
− ( E PhaseX
+ E PhaseX
) (Eq. 1)

TACE ,ClassI ~ III
Lig _ Model
E PhaseX
and EPhaseX
were calculated with geometry
using same basis set. To calculate the binding energy between
simplified models in aqueous solution, self-consistent reaction
fields (SCRF) calculations were performed with conductor-like
polarizable continuum model (CPCM).24
Calculation of free energy difference. The free energy perturbation method was used for computing the relative free energy differences of gelastatin analogues by constructing a nonphysical path which connects the desired initial and terminal
states. This approach directly enables the calculation of relative
change in the free energy difference between gelastatin analogues by computationally simulating the mutation of gelastatin(1)
to gelastatin hydroxamate(2). The total free energy change for
the mutation from the initial to the final state is computed by
summing incremental free energy changes over several windows visited by the state variable changing from 0 to 1. The thermodynamic integration of the relative free energy assumes that
the free energy change can be expressed as an integral.
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Figure 2. Sketched the active site of TACE-Gelastatin analogs com++
plexes. The active site consists of the Zn metal, three imidazole
groups from His405, His409 and His415. Protons involved in form
hydrogen bonds between the inhibitor and glutamic acid residue.

δA(λ )
dλ
δλ

1

ΔA = ∫

0

(Eq. 2)

The above equation can be integrated numerically. FDTI
25
®
(finite difference thermodynamic integration) in the Discover
program employs the perturbation formalism to numerically
compute the derivatives of the free energy function, with respect
to the coupling parameter λ.
ΔAi = A(λi ) − A(λi ± δλ )

= − kbT ln(exp [− (E (λi ) − E (λi ± δλ )) / kbT ]i )

(Eq. 3)

Computing ΔAi for six values of λ spanning the integral from
0.0 to 1.0. Total free energy change ΔA can be estimated.
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Figure 3. Optimized geometries (B3LYP/6-31+G* basis set) for the active site of TACE-inhibitor complex. The models of class I (a,b), class II
(c,d,e,f) and class III (g,h,I,j).
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(Eq. 4)
All calculations were performed using the Discover 2.98/
InsightII with CVFF force field.26 The crystal structure of TACE
with synthetic inhibitor was used as the computational model
(1BKC.pdb).27 The TACE inhibitor 2 was built from the coordinates of a synthetic inhibitor as found in the crystal structure
using Builder module in InsightII. The computational complex
model was solvated using a solvent sphere of water extending
24.0 Å around the catalytic zinc ion, only residues within 16.0 Å
of the catalytic zinc ion were allowed to move. The systems
was initially minimized using 500 steps of steepest decent and
2000 steps of conjugated gradient with 14.0 Å nonbonded cutoff
distance to eliminate the initial strain in the molecule. The zinc
ion VDW radius was taken from the work of Store and Karplus.28 Numerical integration by the leap frog integrator with a
1 fs step size was used for molecular dynamic calculation. The
molecular dynamics calculations for the solvated system were
performed on running at equilibrium for 30 ps, followed by 70 ps
at 300K. The free energy differences were collected at every
10 steps, and perturbation was used for 6 λ points.
Results and Discussion
The binding energies of the models were calculated with
B3LYP/6-31+G* ab initio MO calculations and are summarized
in Table 1. The model IX shows the strongest complex form. In
the gas phase, models IX is relatively the most stable than the
others. In the class III, Model IX is more stable than Model
VII, about ‒40.56 kcal/mol. The binding energy of Model IX
can be readily understood by comparing the optimized structur++
es. Two hydrogen bonds and one Zn chelating were formed in
the Model IX inhibitor complex. Two hydrogen bonds are formed between the gelastatin hydroxamate (2) and TACE model
(class III); i) the inhibitor oxygen and the proton on OE1406
(ROH =1.628 Å; ∠OE2-H…Ninhibitor = 171.73o) and ii) the proton on the inhibitor-NH and OE2406 (ROH =1.922 Å; ∠OE2o
H…Ninhibitor = 155.59 ). There are two possible coordinations

between Zn metal and gelastatin hydroxamate (2); i) the two
Oxygen in hydroxamte (RZn++…O = 2.018 Å; RZn++…O = 2.241 Å).
Since all the two hydrogen bonds have suitable bond distances
and bond angles for hydrogen bond formation, the Model IX
can form a strong complex with gelastatin hydroxamate (2). Our
previous computational results for hydrogen bond potential
29
showed angle dependency of hydrogen bond. The binding
energies of the models in continuum media with aqueous solution were calculated and summarized in Table I. Model IX was
the most stable in the continuum environment by CPCM calculation. The problem was the binding energy of Model I, Model III,
Model IV, Model VIII and Model X were positive, which implied didn’t make a complex. The binding source of gelastatin is not
only good chelating but also hydrogen bond. We suggest the
TACE model with inhibitor must be considerd the effects of
the side-chain of Glu406 for relative complex energies. Finally,
Model VII shows the stable binding energy, ‒23.74 kcal/mol.
To include the influence of the hydrogen bonds between the
model and the water and the structural change of the water by the
model, molecular dynamic simulations were performed with
explicit water molecules. When calculating relative free energy
30-31
differences, a thermodynamic cycle is generally applied.
Here, we have used a thermodynamic cycle, as exhibited in
Figure 5. Since the free energy is a thermodynamic state function, the left and right sides of the cycle give the relative free
energy of hydration,
ΔΔAhyd = ΔA2 − ΔA1 = ΔAtrsol − ΔAtrgas

(Eq. 5)

and the free energy of binding, repectively.
ΔΔAbind = ΔA4 − ΔA3 = ΔAtrhyd ,comp − ΔAtrsol

(Eq. 6)

Because the quantities (∆Ahyd)and (∆Abind) are impracticable
to compute, ∆∆Ahyd and ∆∆Abind are obtained through the simulation of a nonphysical process in three different environments.
In our case the mutation of gelastatin (1) into gelastatin hydroxamate (2) in the gas phase, in solution and inside the solvated
gas
sol
hyd ,comp
complex, gives ( ΔAtr ), ( ΔAtr ), and ( ΔAtr
), respectively.

Table 1. Binding energy for TACE-inhibitor complexes (1 Hartree = 627.5095 kcal/mol)

Model I
Model II
Model III
Model IV
Model V
Model VI
Model VII
Model VIII
Model IX
Model X

TACE ,ClassI ~ III
E gas
(Hartree)

Lig _ Model
E gas
(Hartree)

Binding Energy
(kcal/mol)

TACE ,ClassI ~ III
Eaqueous
(Hartree)

Lig _ Model
Eaqueous
(Hartree)

‒2575.370
‒2575.370
‒2804.111
‒2804.111
‒2804.111
‒2804.111
‒2804.468
‒2804.468
‒2804.468
‒2804.468

‒229.094
‒284.368
‒229.094
‒228.539
‒284.368
‒283.811
‒228.539
‒229.094
‒283.811
‒284.368

‒23.834
‒48.458
‒58.678
‒124.209
‒110.494
‒162.465
‒195.807
‒39.478
‒236.363
‒56.722

‒2575.625
‒2575.625
‒2804.315
‒2804.315
‒2804.315
‒2804.315
‒2804.735
‒2804.735
‒2804.735
‒2804.735

‒229.111
‒284.404
‒229.111
‒228.649
‒284.404
‒283.923
‒228.649
‒229.111
‒283.923
‒284.404

Binding Energy
(kcal/mol)
9.815
‒8.892
1.867
10.624
‒7.469
‒11.899
‒23.743
3.948
‒54.505
0.195
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Table 2. Calculate relative solvation and binding free energies between
gelastatin (1) and its analog (2) to TACE (unit are in kcal/mol)
Transfer

1→2

ΔAtrgas

5.43 ± 0.05

ΔAtrsol

9.40 ± 0.16

ΔAtrhyd ,comp

6.03 ± 0.35

ΔAtrgas ,comp a
ΔΔAhyd

‒6.48 ± 2.64

ΔΔA

‒3.37 ± 0.51b

exp c
ΔΔAbind

‒2.54

cal
bind

1 (gas)

ΔAtrgas
2 (gas)

ΔΑ1

CYCLE 1
(Solvation)
ΔA2

TACE + 1 (aq)
ΔAtrsol

TACE + 2 (aq)

ΔΑ3

CYCLE 2
(Binding)
ΔA4
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TACE • 1 (aq)
ΔAtrhyd ,comp
TACE • 2 (aq)

Figure 5. Thermodynamic cycles used to calculate the relative solvation
energy (cycle 1) and relative binding free energy (cycle 2).

3.97 ± 0.21b

The binding free energy at the gas phase ( ΔAtr
)calculate from transfer
b
energy from TACE·(2)→TACE·(1). The reported errors were obtained
exp
com-puting sum of two state errors. c ΔΔAbind approximately calculated from
( 2)
⎛ IC ⎞
exp
⎞
ΔΔAbin
= −2.303RT log⎜⎜ 50(1) ⎟⎟ = −2.303RT log⎜⎛1.98μM
0.028μM ⎟⎠
⎝
⎝ IC50 ⎠
= −2.54kcal / mol .
a
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gas , comp

mol. In addition, gelastatin hydroxamate (2) is associated with
increased conformational freedom (higher entropy) relative to
gelastatin (1) and therefore likely pays greater entropic costs.
hyd ,comp
However, the binding free energy ( ΔAtr
) of gelastatin hydroxamate (2) to TACE is stronger than the binding of gelastatin
(1) by ‒3.37 kcal/mol, indicating that gelastatin hydroxmate has
gas ,comp
a net interaction of ‒6.48 kcal/mol ( ΔAtr
) with TACE and
can be overcome the desolvation penalty (∆∆Ahyd), respectively.
Figure 4 shows that hydroxamate group of gelastatin hydroxamate(2) is mainly chelated to Zn2+ ion and additionally form a
hydrogen bond to side chain of Glu406. This suggests that the
additional interaction of gelastatin hydroxamate (2) to TACE
has a strong electrostatic character, which is absent in gelastatin (1).
Conclusions

Figure 4. Orientation of zinc in active site. The coordination of the
catalytic zinc in a representative molecular dynamics structure with the
ligand 2 is shown, along with the position of glu406. Note that only the
zinc binding anchor of the ligand 2 is shown. In the ligand 2 trajectory,
another crucial hydrogen bond forms between leu338 backbone N-H
and an oxygen of the ligand 2 within 1.97 Å.

This mutation involves the perturbation of a acetic acid group
into a hydroxmate group. Experimental results in the TACE
inhibition show that gelastatins hydroxamate (2) binds more
strongly to TACE than gelastatin (1) by approximately ‒2.54
kcal/mol, it is not directly experimental free energy but indication of free energy difference. The experimental and calculated
results (Table 2) show that gelastatin hydroxamate (2) has a
higher affinity for TACE than gelastatin (1). The calculated difference in binding free energy of ‒3.37 ± 0.51 kcal/mol is in good
agreement with the experimentally measure difference of ‒2.54
kcal/mol. Jorgensen groups32 suggested that inhibitors with a
higher dipole moment bind more strongly to water than to enzyme, so lowering the affinity constant. Here, we calculate the
difference of hydration free energy (∆∆Ahyd) that gelastatin (1)
is more solvated than gelastatin hydroxamate (2) by 3.97 kcal/

In this work, we employed ab initio calculations and molecular dynamics simulations to compute the relative free energy
of hydration and binding to TACE for gelastatin (1) and its hydroxamate analogue (2). The binding energy shows the Model
IX is the most stable and the relative free energy difference is
directly described in this article using the FEP approach as a
means to accurately predict the TACE inhibitor of gelastatin
analogues. The results show that the good agreement between
the experimental and theoretical relative free energies of binding, despite being more solvated than gelastatin (1) by ∆∆Ahyd,
3.97 kcal/mol, gelastatin hydroxamate (2) binds stronger to
cal
TACE by ΔΔAbind , ‒3.37 kcal/mol (Table 2). The desolvation
energy costs significantly reduced binding affinity, hydroxamate group associated with high desolvation energy formed
strong favorable interactions with TACE with more than compensated for the solvation costs and therefore led to an improvement in relative binding affinity. Accurate prediction of inhibitors is expected to shorten the time required to find suitable
candidates for drug discovery by eliminating the time expended
on the synthesis. Except for the FEP method, which is very
expensive computationally and cannot be used for all proposed
analogues of a lead compound, no other computation method
provides a accurate solvation free energies.
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